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reports that Niebuhr wrote to a friend that he (Niebuhr) 
adheres to the religious pragmatism of William James. H e 
validates Christ ian belief, when it cannot be rationally 
defended, by the courage, hope, peace, zeal, love, sense of 
being forgiven, and other psychological effects result ing 
when these beliefs are affirmed. Niebuhr has identified 
these psychological effects as the grace bes towed upon us 
by Cod when we affirm these beliefs with the total self. 
Thus are we assured that we are loved and forgiven by 
God while we are yet sinners. Niebuhr also affirms that 
beyond all the incoherence of our existence and beyond all 
our rational powers to know there is an a l l -comprehending 
and perfect coherence which somehow overcomes and 
absorbs all the manifest incoherences that we experience. 

Love. Niebuhr has dis t inguished three kinds of love: 
heedless love (agape), which seeks nothing in return; 
mutual love; and calculating love. Heed less love is God's 
way of loving; and human beings by God's grace may have 
it to some degree . Since it seeks nothing in return, it can
not have the intention of awakening responsive love, al
though this may be its un in tended result. Suffering en
dured with intention to awaken responsive love would be 
calculating love. Hence God's suffering love in Christ is 
not to awaken responsive love, al though this may be its 
un in tended result; but the intention is to protect God 's 
r ighteousness in forgiving sin because forgiveness with
out a tonement would be condoning sin. 

Political views. In making political judgments , the indi
vidual is inevitably biased by the social position and his
torical process in which he finds his security and personal 
identity. No one can be entirely free of this bias, but its 
distortions are reduced by a faith which finds its ult imate 
security not in any social position or historical process but 
in the God of love and mercy who rules supreme over the 
whole course of history, de te rmin ing its final outcome as 
no plan or purpose of man can ever do. Such a faith in 
God's power and forgiveness enables one to practice 
"Ghristian real ism," whereby one is able to see the evil in 
the self and in the historical process with which the self is 
identified, as well as the depth of evil in all of human life. 
Political judgment can then be more free of the illusions 
generated by false pr ide, on the one hand, and by despair , 
on the other. 

Justice requires the coercions of government to support 
moral demands ; and the power of opposing parties must be 
equal ized if one is not to be subordinated unjustly to the 
interests of the other. Also, to have just ice, freedom to criti
cize is required. Justice serves love by providing the social 
condit ions required for the practice of love. Love is the 
final norm but cannot by itself guide political action, be
cause every project set forth in the name of love amid the 
contests for political power is infected with self-interest 
whereby the needs of others are falsely identified with 
those of self. 

of human reason; the other, the mystic upholding a super
structure of religious belief beyond the tests of reason. 
Whe the r one of these, or both, will prevail in the course of 
history, only t ime can tell. However , the impact of Nie-
buhr ' s thought and action on our civilization will cont inue 
in one form or another for a long time. 
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H E N R Y N E L S O N W I E M A N 

N I E T Z S C H E , F R I E D R I C H ( 1844- 1900), German phi
losopher and poet, is one of the most original and influ
ential figures in modern philosophy. His life has at
tracted more attention from interpreters of his thought, 
major novelists, psychiatrists, and others than the life of 
other major phi losophers . Misrepresentat ions of almost 
every facet of his life have been crucial, for they bear on an 
unders tanding of his significance. It is also difficult to 
obtain reliable information on the authentici ty and relative 
importance of his works and his posthumously publ i shed 
notes, on his madness , and on his relation to Wagner. 
These problems will therefore be stressed in the following 
discussion. 

With his highly deve loped rational powers and critical 
intel l igence, Niebuhr has sharply dis t inguished be tween 
problems subject to rational t reatment and religious beliefs 
that cannot be rationally defended. This gives us what at 
t imes seems to be two Niebuhrs : one, the naturalist strug
gling with the problems of our existence with all the tools 

LIFE AND PATHOLOGY 

Nietzsche was born in Rbcken, Prussia. His father, Lud-
wig Nietzsche, a Lutheran minister and the son of a minis
ter, was 31 , and his mother, the daughter of a Lutheran 
minister, was 18. His paternal grandfather had written sev-
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eral books, including Gamaliel, or the Everlasting Dura
tion of Christianity: For Instruction and Sedation . . . 
(1796). Many of Nietzsche's ancestors were butchers; none 
of them seem to have been, as he bel ieved, Polish noble
men. His father chris tened him Friedrich Wilhelm after 
King Friedrich Wilhelm IV of Pnissia, on whose birthday 
he was born. The king became mad a few years later; so 
did Nietzsche's father. Nietzsche later shed his middle 
name, along with his family's patriotism and religion, but 
in January 1889 he, too, became insane. 

In an early autobiographical sketch Nietzsche wrote, "In 
September 1848 my beloved father suddenly became men
tally ill." When Elisabeth Forster-Nietzsche (born 1846) 
publ ished this sketch in her biography of her brother 
(1895), she changed the wording to read, ". . . suddenly 
became seriously ill in consequence of a fall." (She also 
publ ished, as addressed to her, letters actually addressed 
to her mother and drafts of letters to others, but there is no 
evidence of any forgery that affects Nietzsche's philoso
phy.) In fact, the diagnosis of Ludwig Nietzsche's doctor 
was softening of the brain (Gehirnerweichnng), and after 
the elder Nietzsche's death in 1849, his skull was opened , 
and the diagnosis was confirmed. Nevertheless , most ex
perts agree that the philosopher 's later insanity was not 
inheri ted. 

In January 1850, Nietzsche's widowed mother lost her 
youngest son (who was born in 1848) and moved her family 
to Naumburg. T h e household there consisted of Frie
drich, his mother (who died in 1897) and sister, his father's 
mother, and two maiden aunts. This, as well as his sister's 
character, helps to account for some of Nietzsche's snide 
remarks about women. 

In 1858 Nietzsche accepted free admission to Pforta, a 
famous boarding school a few miles from Naumburg. He 
was often at the head of his class and acquired an excellent 
classical education. In 1861 he wrote an enthusiastic essay 
on his "favorite poet ," Holderl in, "of whom the majority of 
his people scarcely even know the name." Holderl in had 
spent the last decades of his life in hopeless insanity, but 
sixty years after Nietzsche wrote his essay, Holderlin was 
widely recognized as Germany 's greatest poet after Goethe. 
T h e teacher wrote on the paper, "I must offer the author 
the kind advice to stick to a healthier, clearer, more Ger
man poet." 

The medical records of the school contain an entry, re
corded in 1862: ". . . shortsighted and often plagued by 
migraine headaches . His father died early of softening of 
the brain and was begotten in old age [actually, when his 
father was 57, his mother 35]; the son at a time when the 
father was already sick [most experts deny this]. As yet no 
grave signs are visible, but the antecedents require con
sideration." 

In 1864 Nietzsche graduated with a thesis on Theognis . 
He studied theology and classical philology at the Univer
sity of Bonn, but in 1865 he gave up theology and went to 
Leipzig. There is no evidence that he contracted syphilis 
in Cologne while he was a s tudent at Bonn, although this 
story has gained currency; there is, however , inconclusive 
evidence that two physicians in Leipzig treated Nietzsche 
for syphilis without telling him their diagnosis. Wilhelm 
Lange-Eichbaum, a psychiatrist, writes that a Berlin psy

chiatrist told him this and added that the names of the two 
doctors were known. Another psychiatrist, P. J. Mobius, is 
said to have possessed letters which were written by these 
two men but which no longer exist. Be that as it may, 
Nietzsche evidently never thought he had syphilis, and 
most of his life he was sexually a complete ascetic. The 
most that has been claimed is that as a s tudent he may 
have visited a brothel once or twice. The matter has been 
much debated because his madness was probably tertiary 
syphilis, and Thomas Mann's novel Doktor Faustus, which 
draws on Nietzsche's life, has given these questions addi
tional prominence. 

Throughout his life Nietzsche's health was poor. His 
doctors kept warning him to preserve his very bad eyesight 
by reading and writing less. He disregarded this advice, 
fought severe migraine and gastric pains with long walks 
and much writing, and took pills and potions to purchase a 
little s leep. His books became his life. As they found no 
response, his style became shrill, and losing his inhibi
tions, he said in his later books what he had said earlier 
only in some of his letters. Out of context some phrases 
sound mad. Many of Nietzsche's dicta are r edeemed by his 
wit, which has escaped many translators and interpreters. 

In January 1889, Nietzsche collapsed in a street in Turin 
while embracing a horse that had been flogged by a coach
man. His last letters, mailed on the first days of 1889, are 
mad but meaningful and moving. After the first week of 
1889 nothing of even this pathetic bril l iance rel ieved the 
utter darkness of his mind. He vegetated until his death. 
But none of his books can be discounted as a product of 
madness ; all repay close study. 

The various accounts of Nietzsche's pathology disagree 
on many points, but none of them il luminates Nietzsche's 
philosophy. When the novelist Arnold Zweig wanted to 
write a book on Nietzsche, Freud wrote him that 
Nietzsche's psychological deve lopment could not be re
constructed, and according to Ernest Jones, Freud 's biog
rapher, Freud "several times said of Nietzsche that he 
had a more penetrat ing knowledge of himself than any 
other man who ever lived or was ever likely to l ive." 
Lesser psychologists and would-be psychologists have 
been more condescending. 

As a s tudent at Leipzig, Nietzsche discovered Schopen
hauer and Richard Wagner, the two greatest influences on 
his early thought, as well as F. A. Lange's History of Ma
terialism. In a letter dated November 1866, Nietzsche 
wrote, "Kant, Schopenhauer , and this book of Lange's— 
more I don' t need ." But he also worked on Aeschylus 
and publ i shed papers on Theognis (1867) and a prize-
winning essay on Diogenes Laertius (1868-1869) . Al
though the appearance of these articles in Professor 
Friedrich Ritschl's journals was a t r iumph, Nietzsche 
wrote his friend Erwin Rohde (later a famous classical 
philologist) that he found his prize paper " repu l s ive" and 
utterly inadequate . "What is Diogenes Laertius? Nobody 
would lose a word over the phil ist ine physiognomy of this 
scribbler if he were not by accident the clumsy watchman 
guarding treasures whose value he does not know. H e is 
the night watchman of the history of Greek philosophy: 
one cannot enter it without obtaining the key from him." 

In October 1867, Nietzsche commenced his military 
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service. In March 1868, while jumping on his horse, he hit 
the pommel of the saddle with his chest and was hadly hurt, 
hut he rode on as if nothing had happened . In August 1868, 
alter prolonged suffering from the injury, he re turned home 
and was formally discharged from the army in Octoher. 

Hack in Leipzig, he complained, in a letter to Rohde of 
November 20, "I must again see the swarming philologists ' 
b reed of our day from nearby, and daily have to observe 
the whole molish business , the full cheek pouches and 
blind eyes, the .delight at having caught a worm, and 
indifference toward the true and urgent problems of life." 
He publ i shed scholarly book reviews but at one point 
considered writ ing a doctoral thesis on Kant. Early in 1869 
lie even thought of taking up chemistry, " throwing philol
ogy where it belongs, with the household rubble of our 
ancient ancestors ." 

During the following winter the chair of classical phi
lology at the University of Basel tell vacant, and Ritschl 
r ecommended him for the post: he had never publ i shed 
contr ibutions from another s tudent nor seen a s tudent 
like Nietzsche in 39 years of teaching. Nietzsche had not 
yet writ ten a doctoral thesis, let alone the dissertation 
generally required before a doctor of philosophy becomes 
a Privatdozent, or the additional book required for an 
associate professorship, yet he was appointed an associate 
professor at Basel at the age of 24. Ritschl wrote that "in 
Germany that sort of thing happens absolutely never" but 
reassured the authorit ies at Basel that although Nietzsche 
had concentra ted on Greek literature and philosophy, 
"with his great gifts he will work in other fields with the 
best of success. He will simply be able to do anything he 
wants to do . " Leipzig conferred the doctorate without 
thesis or examination, and in April 1869, Nietzsche went to 
Basel and became a Swiss subject. In 1870 he became a 
full professor. 

In August 1870 he received leave to volunteer as a med
ical orderly in the Franco-Prussian War. Early in Septem
ber he re turned to Germany with dysentery and d iphthe
ria; he may also have infected himself with syphilis while 
minister ing to sick soldiers. Without wait ing to regain his 
strength, he re turned to Basel in October to teach at both 
the Gymnas ium and the university. Dur ing the following 
months he also audi ted the lectures of Jakob Burckhardt, 
the art historian, visited Richard Wagner in Tr ibschen near 
Lucerne whenever possible, and finished his first book. 

In summing up this account of Nietzsche 's first 28 years, 
three points merit emphasis . First, al though the historical-
critical edition of Nietzsche 's Werke (discontinued after 
five volumes) only includes material publ ished before 1869 
and the li terature on the young Nietzsche keeps growing, 
this period commands attention only as the background of 
his later work. However , legions of errors about Nietzsche 's 
early period have been used in support of false claims 
about his philosophy. Second, Nietzsche 's eventual in
sanity seems overdetermined; no explanation of it has 
been proved, but so many explanations are available that 
what requires explanation is not so much why he became 
mad but how he could ever have writ ten over ten books 
that s tamp him as one of Germany 's greatest masters of 
prose as well as the most influential and inexhaust ible 

German phi losopher since Kant and Hegel . Third, he 
might never have subjected himself to all the requirements 
tor a professorship had it not been offered to him practi
cally gratis. 

WRITINGS 

"The Birth of Tragedy." Nietzsche 's first book, Die Ge-
burt der Tragbdie aus dem Geiste der Musik (1872), ad
vances theories about the birth and death of Greek tragedy 
that are unsuppor ted by footnotes or Greek quotations; in 
1874 a version with slight textual changes appeared. In 
1886 both versions were reissued with a new introduction 
and a title page that read The Birth of Tragedy, or Hellen
ism and Pessimism: A New Edition with an Attempt at a 
Selj-Criticism. This self-criticism is the best cri t ique ever 
written of the book, which for all its faults has the touch of 
genius. Only the later introduction shows human great
ness. 

In 1872, immediately alter The Birth of Tragedy was 
publ ished, Ulrich von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, who had 
just received Ins doctorate and much later was to achieve 
great fame as a Greek philologist, publ ished a pamphlet , 
Philology of the future! A reply to Friedrich Nietzsche's 
birth of tragedy (Zukunftsphilologie!). Rohde replied with 
a polemic called Afterphilologie, which means "pseudo-
ph i lo logy ' , but After, a word Luther liked to use abusively 
in various combinat ions, also means posterior, and the title 
suggests a perversion of philology. Nietzsche wrote Rohde 
that his friend Franz Overbeck, church historian at Basel, 
had suggested this title. He did not mention that Schopen
hauer, in his diatribe against Die Universitdtsphilosophie, 
had spoken of Hegel ' s Afterphilosophie. In 1873 Wilamo-
witz publ i shed another reply. All three pamphlets were 
unworthy of their authors; they were never reprinted and 
have since become rarities. 

Wilamowitz was utterly blind to the merits of The Birth 
of Tragedy, of which F. M. Gornford was to write in From 
Religion to Philosophy (1912) that it was "a work of pro
found imaginative insight, which left the scholarship of a 
generat ion toiling in the rear." Wilamowitz. tried to estab
lish his own erudit ion by cataloguing faults, and Rohde 
then tried to show that they were not faults. But Rohde, 
who had just received the title of professor, constantly 
called Wilamowitz "our Dr. phi l ." or " the pasqu inader" 
and qui te failed to see that Wilamowitz had a point in 
be ing worried about the future of philology if purple prose 
were to become a fashionable substi tute for exact scholar
ship. (By now the Nietzsche literature offers many horrible 
examples.) 

More than any other single work, The Birth changed the 
prevalent conception of the spirit of Greece , which owed 
much to Winckelmann and Goethe , and replaced "sweet
ness and l ight" (to use Matthew Arnold's phrase) with a 
more complex analysis, since further developed by Corn-
ford, Jane Harrison, and E. R. Dodds (see Dodds ' s 
The Greeks and the Irrational, Berkeley, Calif., 1951, for 
recent literature). 

Nietzsche dist inguishes two tendencies : the "Apoll-
inian," stressed hitherto—the genius of restraint, harmony, 
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and measure that found expression in Greek sculpture and 
architecture—and the "Dionys ian ," a cruel longing to 
exceed all norms that found an outlet in the drunken 
frenzy of the Dionysian festivals and the music associated 
with them. Nietzsche argues that the Apollinian achieve
ments cannot be fully appreciated until one realizes what 
powers had to be harnessed to make them possible. This 
point was missed by many interpreters because , in his 
later works, Nietzsche identified himself with Dionysus. 
In the late works, however , Dionysus is no longer opposed 
to Apollo; he stands for a synthesis of both gods and is 
played off against the crucified Christ. In Nietzsche's Twi
light of the Idols, written in 1888, the old Goethe, who 
was certainly not anti-Apollinian, could therefore be cele
brated as superbly Dionysian. 

In The Birth the contrast be tween the Dionysian and 
Apollinian is indebted to Schopenhauer ' s contrast be tween 
will and representat ion. Even so, the book is a declaration 
of i ndependence from Schopenhauer . Nietzsche explains 
the birth of Greek tragedy out of the music and dances of 
the Dionysian cult as a t r iumph of Apollinian form. He 
envisages " the subl ime as the artistic conquest of the hor
r ible ," and he celebrates the Creeks who, facing up to the 
terrors of nature and history, did not seek refuge in "a 
Buddhistic negation of the will, as Schopenhauer did, but 
instead created tragedies in which life is affirmed as beau
tiful in spite of everything. 

Ideally, the book should end, as a draft did, with Section 
15; the remaining sections are a rhapsody on the rebirth of 
tragedy in Wagner 's operas and obscure the conclusions of 
the original analysis. In Ecce Homo, written in 1888, 
Nietzsche said of The Birth, "It smells offensively He
gelian, and it is only in a few formulas affected by the 
cadaverous perfume of Schopenhauer ." As Nietzsche 
pointed out, Dionysus and Apollo are "aufgehoben into a 
uni ty" in tragedy (aufgehoben is a characteristic Hegelian 
term meaning "canceled ," "prese rved ," "lifted up"); this 
synthesis is then confronted by another idea, rationalism, 
symbolized by Socrates. Euripides was "a mask only: the 
deity who spoke out of him was . . . Socrates. 

Rationalism antedated Socrates but "gained in him an 
indescribably magnificent expression." Even as the Greeks 
had needed tragedy to survive, they needed Socratism a 
little later. "If one were to think of this whole incalculable 
sum of energy . . . as not employed in the service of 
knowledge ," Greek culture might have perished in "wars 
of annihi lat ion," in "su ic ide ," and in "pess imism." Ration
alism brought about the demise of Greek tragedy, yet " the 
influence of Socrates necessitates ever again the regenera
tion of art." The two sections (14 -15) that contain these 
conclusions suggest the need for a further synthesis—an 
"artistic Socrates." 

Here one might think of Plato, but the Republic and 
Laws illustrate Nietzsche's claim that Socrates' rationalist-
moralist heritage was opposed to the spirit of Aeschylus 
and Sophocles. The "artistic Socrates" is Nietzsche him
self. Far from denouncing the deve lopment he described, 
he found his own task suggested by its projected culmina
tion. What is wanted is a philosophy that faces what the 
Greek tragedians knew without sacrificing sharp rational 

analysis; a philosophy that does not share Socrates' opti
mistic assurance that knowledge, virtue, and happiness are 
inseparable; a philosophy that avails itself of the visions 
and resources of art. 

The four meditations. From 1873 to 1876, Nietzsche 
publ ished his four meditations. 

First meditation. In 1873 Nietzsche publ ished the first 
of his four "unt imely medi ta t ions" (U nzeitgemasse Betrach-
tungen, translation publ ished as Thoughts out of Sea
son), a polemic enti t led David Strauss, The Confessor and 
Writer. Strauss is best r emembered for his influential Life 
of Jesus (1835). What enraged Nietzsche, however, was the 
immense success of Strauss's The Old Faith and the New 
(1872; 6th ed., 1873). It was the Zeitgeist that Neitzsche 
meant to attack, not Strauss, whom he was soon sorry to 
have hurt. 

In his attack on the Kulturphilister ("cultural phili-
st ine"), Nietzsche abandoned the patriotism of his child
hood, foresaw " the extirpation of the German spirit in 
favor of the 'German Reich," and denounced all "deifi
cation of success." Strauss "proclaims with admirable frank
ness that he is no longer a Christian, but he does not want 
to disturb any comfortableness of any kind." He praises 
Darwin, but his "ethics is qui te un touched ," as we see 
when Strauss exhorts us never to forget "that you are a 
human being and not merely something natural ." Strauss 
fails to recognize that "preaching morals is as easy as giv
ing reasons for morals is difficult." 

Second meditation. In Of the Use and Disadvantage of 
History for Life (1874), Nietzsche dis t inguished three 
types of historiography. "Antiquarian history," cultivated 
at the universit ies, aims reverently to consolidate our 
knowledge of the past; "critical history" passes sentence; 
and "monumental is t ic history concentrates on past heroes 
in order to confront contemporary mediocrity with the 
possibility of greatness. While each type has its uses and 
disadvantages, Nietzsche dwel led particularly on the 
life-inhibiting consequences of the hypertrophy of the 
historical sense and on the usefulness of monumental is t ic 
history, which was later cultivated under his influence by 
the Stefan George Gircle in Germany. Their best studies 
include Friedrich Gundolf s monographs; their worst, Ernst 
Bertram's influential Nietzsche: versuch einer Mythologie 
("Nietzsche: Attempt at a Mythology "). 

Nietzsche then introduced the suprahistorical (uberhis-
torisch) man "who does not envisage salvation in the 
process but for whom the world is finished in every single 
moment . . . . What could ten new years teach that the past 
could not teach?" Nietzsche denounced "admirat ion for 
success" and "idolatry of the factual" as leading to a 
" y e s " to "every power, be it a government , publ ic opinion, 
or a majority of numbers . " He rejected the optimism of 
nineteenth-century Hegel ians and Darwinists. "The goal 
of humanity cannot lie in the end [Ende] but only in its 
highest specimens." 

Like the Greeks, confronted with a chaotic flood of older 
cultures, some of us might yet "organize the chaos" and 
appropriate the Greek "conception of culture as another 
and improved physis . . . culture as a harmony of living, 
thinking, appearing, and wil l ing." In a later note Nietzsche 
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compla ined that " the Germans al ternate be tween com
plete devotion to the foreign and a vengeful craving for 
originality," as if originality consisted "in the comple te 
and over-obvious difference; but the Greeks did not think 
that way about the Orient . . . and they became original 
(for one is not original to begin with, but one is raw!)" 
(Werke, Musarion edit ion. Vol. XI, p. 110). 

Third meditation. Schopenhauer as Educator (1874) 
picks up the motif of self-perfection. " T h e man who would 
not belong in the mass needs only to cease be ing comfort
able with himself; he should follow his conscience which 
shouts at him: ' b e yourself! You are not reallv all you do, 
think, and desire now.' " As Nietzsche put it later, one 
must become what one is. To find what one is in this 
sense, it helps to ask oneself what one has loved until now. 
T h e answer reveals your " t rue self," which is not within 
"but immeasurably high above sou, or at least above what 
you usually take lor your ego ." Nietzsche then introduces 
Schopenhauer as the educator whom he has loved, in order 
to reveal his own true self. 

State and church int imidate us into conformity; a new 
conception of humani ty is needed . In the second medita
tion Nietzsche had already said of the Darwinian doctr ine 
"of the fluidity of all . . . species , of the lack of any cardi
nal distinction be tween man and animal ," that it was " t rue 
but dead ly" and that in another generat ion, when the full 
implications would become apparent , a widespread prac
tical nihilism would probably result (he did not use the 
word "n ih i l i sm" until later). Nietzsche was roused from his 
dogmatic s lumber by Darwin, as Kant had been roused by 
H u m e a century earlier, and he sought to serve humanity 
and humaneness by resurrecting "the image of man." 

He criticized Rousseau's image of man as representa t ive 
of a Dionysian return to nature and the unleashing of sav
age and destruct ive forces. Schopenhauer ' s man—the kind 
Nietzsche dec ided then and there to become—"dest roys 
his earthly happiness through his courage; he must be 
hosti le even to the human beings he loves and the institu
tions from whose womb he issued; he may spare nei ther 
human beings nor things, though he himself suffers with 
them in hurt ing them; he will be mistaken for what he is 
not and long be considered an ally of powers he abomi
nates ." 

Later, Nietzsche asked to be read with consideration for 
context in order to avoid misunderstanding—ruck- und 
vorsichtig (Preface to The Dawn). He warned that his 
meaning was "plain enough, assuming—as I do assume— 
that one has first read my earlier writings and not spared 
some trouble in doing th i s" (Preface to Genealogy of 
Morals). H e p leaded, "Above all, do not mistake me for 
someone else!" (Preface to Ecce Homo). This is the reason 
tor giving so much space to Nietzsche 's earlier writings, 
which are less familiar and accessible in English. A brief 
essay cannot adequate ly summarize Nietzsche 's thought; it 
can serve only as an introduction. 

Philosophically, the third meditat ion is not sophisticated. 
Its ethic is based on the intuition of conscience, which 
commands us to realize our true self, and a complementary 
intuition of the purpose of nature, which "wants to make 
the life of man significant and meaningful by generat ing 
the phi losopher and the artist." We are asked to he lp na

ture, which will not succeed without our assistance. This is 
similar to the chal lenge of Zarathustra, the founder of 
Zoroastrianism, according to which we should he lp Or-
muzd, the god of light, whose eventual t r iumph over Ahri-
man, the force of darkness, depends on us. In his earlier 
works Nietzsche does not mention the Persian prophet , 
but nine years later he used him as his mouthpiece in his 
best-known book. 

Fourth meditation and break with Wagner. Nietzsche 
had now come up against philosophic problems he could 
not solve. Dur ing the next three years he publ ished only 
one short book, his meditat ion on Richard Wagner in Bay-
reuth (1876). From 1878 to 1889 he publ i shed one book a 
year. But in 1875 he approached a crisis that was not only 
philosophical but also personal. 

The first three meditat ions had appeared about six 
months apart; the fourth, on Wagner, was postponed sev
eral t imes and Anally was publ i shed after a two-year inter
val. Meanwhi le , Nietzsche anticipated in his notes some of 
the basic points of his later attack on Wagner, The Case of 
Wagner (1888). In 1878 their friendship came to an end. 

Three reasons suffice to account for the break, al though 
others may have contr ibuted. First, according to Nietzsche, 
"one cannot serve two masters, when one is called Wag
ner" (The Case of Wagner). Wagner apprecia ted Nietzsche 
as an apostle of Wagnerism, as a professor who brought 
prestige to the cause, and as a young friend who could be 
asked to do one's Christmas shopping and other chores. 
Wagner had asked for changes in the endings of The Birth 
and the third meditation and had frowned on the second 
meditat ion, which made no special reference to him. In 
order to come into his own, Nietzsche had to break with 
Wagner. 

Second, Nietzsche had had growing misgivings about 
many of Wagner 's pet ideas, such as his nationalism and 
his hatred ol the French and the Jews. As long as the com
poser lived at Tr ibschen, Switzerland, such idiosyncrasies 
could be discounted. After all, it meant a great deal to have 
a close relat ionship with the greatest German artist of the 
t ime. But when Wagner moved to Bayreuth, made his 
peace with the new German Empi re , and became a cul
tural influence of the first order, Nietzsche had to take a 
stand. 

His objection to Wagner 's Parsifal, which is widely held 
to have precipi tated the break be tween them, was that 
coining from Wagner, it was a betrayal of integrity. How 
could the self-styled modern Aeschylus celebrate the anti-
Greek ideal of "pure foolishness"? How could Schopen
hauer 's foremost disciple, hitherto an avowed atheist, 
use Christianity for theatrical effects? Yet the break was 
not sealed in January 1878, when Wagner sent Nietzsche 
his Parsifal; it was sealed in May when Nietzsche sent 
Wagner Human, All-too-human, with a motto from Des
cartes and a dedication to Voltaire. In August, Wagner 
attacked .Nietzsche in the Bayreuther Blatter. The third 
reason for the break, then, is that Nietzsche's develop
ment from Schopenhauer to Voltaire and from essays with 
romantic overtones to aphorisms after French models , 
as well as his abandonment of nationalism for the ideal 
of the "good European , " were at least as unforgivable from 
Wagner 's point of view as Parsifal was from Nietzsche's . 
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Nietzsche "never forgave Wagner . . . that he became 
reichsdeutsch" (Ecce Homo). In fact, Wagner 's anti-Semitic 
essays profoundly influenced his son-in-law H. S. Cham
berlain, author of The Bases of the Nineteenth Century 
(Die Grundlagen des neunzehnten Jahrhunderts), the 
Nazis ' official philosopher, Alfred Rosenberg, author of Der 
Mythus des 20. Jahrhunderts ("The Myth of the Twent ie th 
Century") ; and, above all. Hitler. Nietzsche's cleanliness 
vis-a-vis Wagner 's influence and vis-a-vis Bernhard Forster, 
the Wagnerian anti-Semitic leader whom the phi losopher 's 
sister married in 1885, merits emphasis . 

The five aphoristic books. Human, All-too-human 
(Menschliches, Allzumenschliches, 1878) was subtit led "A 
Book for Free Spirits." During the winter of 1877/1878, 
Nietzsche's ill health had forced him to obtain leave from 
the Piidagogium. His eyes, head, and stomach continued to 
make him so miserable that in May 1879 he resigned from 
the university. In June he was granted a modest pension. 
Henceforth, he was entirely free and alone and devoted all 
his remaining strength to his writing. 

Two sequels appeared in 1879 and 1880—"Mixed Opin
ions and Aphor isms" (Vermischte Meinungen und 
Spriiche) and " T h e Wanderer and His Shadow" (Der Wan
derer und sein Schatten). In later editions all three books 
were subsumed under the general title. Human, All-too-
human. All three consist of aphorisms, mostly a page or 
less in length, with little continuity be tween them. Also 
aphoristic are The Dawn: Reflections on Moral Prejudices 
(Morgenrdthe: Gedanken iiber die moralischen Vorurteile, 
1881, translated as The Dawn of Day) and The Gay Science 
(Die frohliche Wissenschaft, 1882, translated as The Joyful 
Wisdom), surely Nietzsche's best books up to that t ime. 
Readers who are put off by the shrillness of his later style 
may find them more likable; the prose is superb, and they 
abound in penetrat ing observations. 

Having reached a philosophical impasse in his medita
tions, Nietzsche tried a new tack, which some have called 
positivistic. In an exceptionally open-minded and experi
mental spirit, he assembled observations on which his 
later suggestions were built—for example, the psychology 
of the will to power and the contrast of master and slave 
moralities. 

In The Dawn, Nietzsche tried to de termine , among other 
things, to what extent behavior might be explained in 
terms of power and fear. In one long aphorism (nnmher 
113) he argued in some detail that " the striving for excel
lence is the striving to overwhelm one's neighbor, even if 
only very indirectly or only in one's own feelings," and 
also that " there is a long line of degrees of this secretly 
desired overwhelming, and a complete list of these would 
almost amount to a history of cul ture ." At the top of the 
ladder stands " the ascetic and martyr." In other aphorisms 
Nietzsche stresses his contempt for the German Empire 
and those who worship strength; "Only the degree of 
reason in s t rength" can establish "worthiness of being 
honored." Corresponding to the early dualism of Dionysus 
and Apollo, of empirical and true self, we now have 
strength and reason, but there are many suggestions that 
self-integration evinces greater power than ei ther asceti
cism or undiscipl ined strength. 

In The Gay Science (290) "giving style to one's charac

ter" is shown to be a sign ol power, while "it is the weak 
characters without power oxer themselves who hate the 
constraint of style," who "become slaves as soon as they 
serve ," and who "hate to serve." The one thing needed is 
"that a human being attain his satisfaction with himself ', 
those who do not will make others pay for it. In the same 
book we find the dictum "The secret of the greatest fruit-
fulness and the greatest enjoyment of existence is; to live 
dangerously' (250). Rilke's later poetry rings beautiful 
variations on this theme. 

"Thus Spoke Zarathustra." Thus Spoke Zarathustra 
(Also sprach Zarathustra) contains the first comprehens ive 
statement of Nietzsche's mature philosophy. Nietzsche 
called it " the most profound book" of world literature, and 
an apologist has asked which books, excepting the Bible, 
are more profound. It is widely considered Nietzsche's 
magnum opus. The Victorian style of the early English 
translations misrepresents the original, which in itself does 
not sustain the stylistic perfection of The Gay Science or 
Nietzsche Contra Wagner. Magnificence alternates with 
parodies, epigrams with di thyrambs, wit with bathos. Part 
IV derides the holy mass, as well as various types of men 
who were attracted to Nietzsche's philosophy. Unlike the 
first three parts, it relates a continuous story. It is full of 
laughter, some at Zarathustra 's expense. Philosophically, 
there is an utter lack of sustained argument, but 
Nietzsche's later works support and develop the same 
ideas with attention to detail and ramifications. 

The last seven books. Most British and American phi
losophers find Beyond Good and Evil (Jenseits von Gut 
und Biise, 1886) and Toward a Genealogy of Morals (Zur 
Genealogie der Moral, 1887) Nietzsche's most philosophic 
works. Beyond Good and Evil offers about 200 pages 
of 296 consecutively numbered aphorisms, framed by a 
preface and a poem. This book covers the whole range of 
Nietzsche's interests in nine chapters, each of which deals 
consecutively with one group of topics, such as religion 
and " the natural history of morals." 

The Genealogy comprises three essays. The first con
trasts good and evil as characteristic of slave morality with 
good and bad as characteristic of master morality. 
Nietzsche argues that slave morality is born of resentment 
and that ex il is its primary concept, with good as an after
thought. In master morality, which is basically affirmative, 
"good" is primary and "bad" is an afterthought, a term 
of contempt for what is undis t inguished and not noble. 
Nietzsche plainly prefers master morality to slave morality, 
without accepting or preaching either; these are merely 
two types of morality. Contemporary Western morality, 
according to Nietzsche, is an inconsistent mixture. The 
second essay deals with guilt, bad conscience, and related 
matters, and the third with the meaning of "ascetic ideals." 

In 1888 Nietzsche publ ished The Case of Wagner (Der 
Fall Wagner) and completed four other short books. The 
Twilight of the Idols (Die Gdtzen-Ddmmerung, 1889), a 
100-page summary of Nietzsche's philosophy, originally 
was to be enti t led "A Psychologist 's Leisure ." Peter Cast, 
a disciple, p leaded for a more flamboyant title, and the 
master obliged with a dig at Wagner 's Gdtterddmmerung, 
adding the subtitle " H o w One Philosophizes With a Ham
mer." This alludes to an image in the Preface, which was 
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written before the title was changed: idols "are here 
touched with a hammer as with a tuning fork" to deter
mine whe ther they are hollow. 

The Antichrist (Der Antichrist, 1895) was subti t led At
tempt at a Critique of Christianity, but shortly before his 
collapse Nietzsche struck out this subtit le, substi tut ing 
"Curse on Christ ianity," It seems reasonable to retain the 
earlier subtitle. 

Ecee Homo, Nietzsche 's incomparably sarcastic review 
of his work, was wi thheld by his sister until 1908. Its four 
chapter headings are "Why I Am So Wise ," "Why I Am So 
Clever ," "Why I Write Such Excellent Books" (which 
comprises reviews of all his books through The Twilight of 
the Idols), and "Win I Am a Dest iny." The similarity to 
George Bernard Shaw is striking, but main critics have 
discounted the book and failed to profit from its exceed
ingly interest ing self-interpretation. Indeed, most inter
preters have lacked an appreciat ion of Nietzsche 's sense of 
humor and irony, and without that, Ecee Homo—and 
Nietzsche in general—cannot be understood. 

The Preface to Nietzsche Contra Wagner, which is the 
last book Nietzsche completed , is dated Christinas 1888. 
Nietzsche 's intent in the 25-page work was to show that 
The Case of Wagner involved no betrayal of his previous 
thought and that he had not waited for Wagner 's death to 
publish his criticisms of him. So, according to the Preface, 
he assembled relevant passages from his earlier books, 
"perhaps clarified here and there, above all shortened. 
Read one after another, they will leave no doubt ei ther 
about Richard Wagner or about myself: we are an t ipodes ." 
If it had been better known, the book, whose prose is 
superb, might have obviated many misunders tandings . 

In sum, the books of ISSS, which are very short, are 
among Nietzsche 's best, and they afford a good approach to 
his thought. 

Poetry and forgery. Nietzsche was also a highly 
influential poet. The Gay Science begins with a section of 
verse, and in the second edition another chapter , as well as 
another section of poetry, was appended . Zarathustra 
contains several long poems, and Nietzsche 's Dionysus-
Dithyramben were appended with separate pagination to 
Part IV oi Zarathustra (1891). These di thyrambs have been 
often reissued, with slight textual changes. T h e poems are 
all by Nietzsche, but he did not prepare any final version 
tor the printer, and he considered using some ot them to 
conclude his books of 1888. Although the poems are verv 
uneven , they influenced Rilke's Duino Elegies. 

My Sister and I (New York, 1951) was publ ished over 
Nietzsche 's name. Allegedly, the original was lost, and 
only a vermin-eaten carbon copy of a translation survived. 
T h e book is a clumsy forgery with no literary or philo
sophic value whatsoever. 

"The Will to Power." T h e book publ i shed under the 
title Der Wille zur Macht {The Will to Power) consists of 
some of the notes Nietzsche accumulated from 1884 to 
1888, systematically arranged by his sister. Her first ver
sion (Vol. XV of the "col lected works ," 1901) contained 
some 400 "aphor i sms ." In 1904, 200 pages of further notes 
were inc luded in the last volume of her biography of her 
brother. Finally, a second edit ion in two volumes (1906) 
offered 1,067 notes, the new material be ing mixed with the 

old. In the best edit ion, Gesammelte Werke (Musarion 
edition), the approximate date of every note is given in an 
appendix. The systematic arrangement makes it easy to see 
what Nietzsche had to say about religion, morality, epis-
temologv. art, and so forth, al though many notes might 
equally well be placed in another section. But those who 
regard The Will to Power as Nietzsche 's magnum opus 
overlook that he utilized many of these notes in his later 
books, often giving them an unexpected twist, and that 
many of the notes not used by him presumably did not 
satisfy him. 

For a t ime Nietzsche p lanned to write a book to be 
called " T h e Will to Power," but he never finished a single 
chapter. He later dec ided to call his main work "Revalua
tion ot All Values" (Umwertung alter Werte), and he re
ferred to The Antichrist, which draws heavily on notes 
included in The Will to Power, as Book I of the "Revalua
tion." 

Friedrich Wurzbach's rearrangement of the notes ac
cording to a scheme of his own has met with no acclaim. 
Karl Schlechta 's arrangement , offered as part of a three-
volume edition of the Werke, has been widely accepted and 
also widely criticized. By printing the material as found in 
the notebooks, in which Nietzsche sometimes wrote on 
right-hand pages first, then on left-hand pages, and some
times started from the back, Schlechta el iminates all order, 
along with any pre tense that this is a major work, and 
makes these notes almost unreadable . His claim that they 
contain "noth ing n e w " and merely dupl icate the books is 
exaggerated; for example , much of the material on nihil
ism, with which Nietzsche 's sister's ar rangement begins, is 
not found e l sewhere . In sum. The Will to Power is of very 
great interest, but it must be used cautiously and compared 
with Nietzsche 's later books and with the notes the sister 
did not include — notes that are to be found, for instance, in 
the Musarion edition of the Werke but not in Schlechta's 
edit ion. 

PHILOSOPHY 

The will to power. The conception of the will to power 
is central in Nietzsche 's philosophy. In his aphoristic-
books he had found the will to power at work in all sorts of 
human behavior and valuations; in Zarathustra he pro
claimed it man's basic motive and suggested that it is to be 
found in all living things (in his later works, he even as
cribed it to inorganic nature). This is frankly presented as a 
"hypothes i s , " one which Nietzsche does not claim to have 
proved even in the realm of psychology—the only field in 
which he assembled a great deal of evidence . As a meta
physical theory about the universe or ult imate reality, the 
doctr ine need not be taken seriously, not even in an effort 
to unders tand Nietzsche. Heidegger ' s interpretation of 
Nietzsche, which makes this metaphysic the center of his 
thought and significance, depends on a comple te disregard 
for the context of the passages he cites and the Gestalt of 
Nietzsche 's thought generally. H e assigns to Nietzsche a 
totally uncongenial role in the history of Western thought, 
disregards the bulk of his writings, and stresses a few 
formulations in which Nietzsche opposes the will to power 
to Schopenhauer ' s blind will. Like all serious interpreters, 
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however, Heidegger rejects the notion that the will to 
power is protofascist. 

Nietzsche s psychological theory depends on his concept 
of sublimation (a word Nietzsche himself used), and he 
found more power in self-control, art, and philosophy than 
in the subjugation of others. Nietzsche's notion of resent
ment (Ressentiment) is another facet of the psychology of 
the will to power; so is the discussion ol slave morality, 
created by "the resentment of those who are denied the 
real reaction, that of the deed , and who compensate with 
an imaginary revenge" (Genealogy). The noble man, being 
powerful, "shakes off with one shrug much vermin that 
would have buried itself deep in others"; free ot resent
ment, he can respect and even love his enemies . 

Nietzsche's doctrine developed out of his early re
flections on the contest (agon) among the Greeks. The 
tragic poets sought t r iumphs over one another and also 
power over their audience , the language, ami themselves . 
Socrates before his judges , Socrates in prison, Socrates 
meet ing death is a paragon ot power. But the weak also 
seek power; Nero, unsuccessful as an artist, became a 
tyrant, burned Rome, and fiddled on the roof. 

Nietzsche's belief that Socrates is more powerful than 
Nero—the example is that of the present writer—is far 
clearer than his right to translate cultural power into more 
power. It seems that he reasoned more or less as follows. 
The only thing that all men want is power, and whatever 
is wanted is wanted for the sake of power. II something is 
wanted more than something else, it must represent more 
power. Men would rather he Socrates in prison than Nero 
on the roof; hence , Socrates must he more powerful. No 
argument of this form is found in Nietzsche's writings, and 
he may have found it evident, at least at t imes, that the 
acme of power is embodied in the perfectly self-possessed 
man who has no tear of other men, of himself, or of death 
and whose simple personality, unaided by any props, 
changes the lives of those who meet him and even imposes 
itself on the minds of those who encounter him only at 
second hand, in literature. Some ot Nietzsche's objections 
to Socrates fit this account perfectly. We must surpass even 
Socrates insofar as he "suffered life", "to have to fight the 
instincts—that is the formula for decadence ." In Nietzsche's 
view Goethe was superior even to Socrates. 

Nietzsche's admiration for Julius Caesar hears out our 
account; it is Caesar 's personality and his rarely equal led 
self-mastery that he found exemplary. Nietzsche had res
ervations about Napoleon, calling him "this synthesis of 
the inhuman and superhuman. ' ' Cesare Borgia was not one 
of Nietzsche's heroes; he merely suggested that there was 
more hope " e v e n " for the Borgia than tor Parsifal because 
a man of passion might come to master his passions, while 
a pure fool, dest i tute of passion, is hopeless. When 
Nietzsche expressed the wish that Cesare Borgia might 
have become pope (Antichrist), his point was that this 
might have finished the church. Among his heroes there 
was not one he admired tor conquests ; all were men of 
surpassing intell igence, passionate men who mastered 
their passions and employed them creatively. 

What is open to criticism is Nietzsche's assumption that 
the only thing wanted for its own sake is power. To be 
sure, it is not t rue that by finding the will to power at work 

everywhere , he necessarily empties "power" ol all mean
ing. On the contrary, it is surprising how much ol human 
behavior Nietzsche il luminates by calling attention to the 
will to power and its hidden workings; in this respect he 
incites comparison with Freud. What he overlooks is the 
point Freud made in The Interpretation of Dreams I 1900), 
in the footnote about Hamlet. Neurotic symptoms, dreams, 
works of literature, and, one might add, human behavior 
generally "are capable ol overinterpretation, and indeed 
demand nothing less than this before they can be fully 
understood." Even if almost all behavior can be i l luminated 
by finding the will to power at work in it, it does not 
follow that this is the only ultimate motive and the only 
way of i l luminating such behavior. Moreover, in some 
cases an appeal to the will to power is farfetched and not 
very il luminating. Nietzsche never gave systematic atten
tion either to apparently negative instances or to possible 
alternative hypotheses. 

Another objection could be met, at least partially, by 
Nietzsche. Would all men really rather be Socrates in 
prison than Nero on the roof or be Goethe rather than 
Hitler? Nietzsche's psychology would stress that Hitler, 
like Nero, was an artist manque and that his behavior was, 
again and again, typical ol frustration. No poll could settle 
the question of what all men would prefer. What matters is 
not what they might say they prefer hut what they really 
prefer, and we could say that something is really wanted if, 
and only if, failure to get it results in frustration that disap
pears with attainment. 

The overman. The overman (Ubermensch) is the type 
approximated by Goethe—the human be ing (Mensch in
cludes women as well as men) who has organized the 
chaos ot his passions, given style to his character, and 
become creative. Aware ot life's terrors, he affirms lite 
without resentment . Except tor an ironic, self-critical pas
sage in the chapter "On Poets" in Zarathustra, the word 
"overman" is used in the singular; it is always in tended as 
a this-worldly antithesis to Cod. Instead of conceiving 
perfection as a given, man should conceive it as a task (not 
as gegeben, Kant might have said, hut as aufgegeben). T h e 
term is never applied to an individual, and Nietzsche 
plainly considered nei ther himself nor Zarathustra, whom 
he often ridiculed, an overman. 

The concept of the overman involves no bifurcation of 
humanity; nei ther does the contrast be tween master and 
slave moralities, which is a sociological distinction and 
reters to the origin of moral valuations either in a riding 
group or among the oppressed. Indeed , no sooner has 
Nietzsche introduced these terms (in Beyond Good and 
Evd, 260) than he feels compel led to "add immedia te ly" 
that mixed types are common and occur "even in the same 
human being, within a single soul." 

In Eeee Homo Nietzsche says that only "scholarly oxen" 
could have construed the overman Darvv inistically. But 
some of the metaphors in the Prologue to Zarathustra 
invite this misunders tanding it one has not read Nietzsche's 
other books. 

Still, Darwin did influence Nietzsche's conception of the 
overman, and at times Nietzsche did approximate a bifur
cation of humanity, albeit not in the manner usually sup
posed. Unlike David Strauss and legions of other moralists, 
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Nietzsche concluded that il we renounce supernatural 
religions and accept a scientific approach to man, we lose 
the right to at tr ibute to man as such a un ique supranatural 
dignity. Such dignity is not gegeben hut aufgegeben, not a 
fact hut a goal that lew approach. The re is no meaning in 
life except the meaning man gives his life, and the aims of 
most men have no surpassing dignity. To raise ourselves 
above the senseless Hu\, we must cease be ing merely 
human, all-too-human. We must be hard against ourselves 
and overcome ourselves; we must become creators instead 
ot remaining mere creatures. Therefore, Nietzsche wishes 
to those whom he wishes well "suffering, being forsaken, 
. . . profound self-contempt, the torture of mistrust of 
oneself, and the misers of him who is overcome" [Will to 
Potior, 910). He has no pity tor his "d i sc ip les" when they 
endure all this, tor there is no other was in which one can 
attain or prove one's worth. 

T h e bifurcation implicit in this position was formulated 
by Ortega y Gasset: 

The select man is not the petulant person who thinks 
himself superior to the rest, hut the man who demands 
more ot himself than the rest. . . . The most radical 
division that it is possible to make ol humanity is that 
which splits it into two classes of creatures: those who 
make great demands of themselves , piling up diffi
culties and dut ies; and those who demand nothing 
special of themselves , hut for whom to live is to he 
every moment what they already are. without impos
ing on themselves any effort towards perfection; mere 
buoys that Hoat on the waxes. (The Revolt of the 
Masses, Madrid, 1930; English translation, New York, 
1932, Ch. 1) 

Nietzsche acknowledged that a man's contemporar ies may 
he poor judges of his nobility. 

Eternal recurrence. The Nietzschean doctr ine of the 
eternal recurrence ot the same events may lie summarized 
as follows. After our planet has been destroyed, it will 
eventually be reconst i tuted as the power quanta that make 
up the universe once again reach a previous configuration 
and thenceforward repeat all the following patterns, to the 
point where Nietzsche is horn again in 1S44 and so forth. 
What is, has been and will he innumerable times at im
mense intervals. As a young scholar Nietzsche had en
countered essentially the same doctr ine among the ( d e c k s . 
In 1SS2, while taking a walk, it suddenly struck him with 
the force of a revelation that this was the most scientific of 
all hypotheses and that the prospect of eternal recurrence 
is gruesome unless one lias succeeded in giving style to 
one's character and meaning to one's life to such an extent 
that one can joyously affirm one's existence and say, unlike 
Goethe ' s Faust: Abide, moment—hut if you cannot abide, 
at least return eternally ! 

The Will to Power contains at tempts to show why eternal 
recurrence is the most scientific hypothesis . If we assume 
a finite number ot power quanta in a finite space and an 
infinite t ime, only a finite number of configurations are 
possible. But no end state has been reached yet; hence , 
unless we follow Christianity in positing a beg inn ing of 
t ime, the same configurations must recur eternally. Ceorg 
Simmel has pointed out in his Schopenhauer und 

Nietzsche (Leipzig, 1907, pp. 250 f.) that even if there were 
only a very few things in a finite space in an infinite t ime, 
they need never repeat the same configuration. Imagine 
three wheels of equal size, rotating on a single axis, one 
point marked on the circumference of each and the three 
points lined up in one straight line. If the second wheel 
rotated twice as fast as the first and if the speed of the third 
was 1/rr of the speed of the first, the initial l ine-up could 
never recur. In his hooks Nietzsche a t tempted no scientific 
proof of this doctrine hut stressed its potential ethical 
impact and. even more, the exper ience of bel ieving it—the 
horror that will he felt as long as one's life is all-too-human 
and the joy that can he felt by the exceptional person. The 
claim that this doctrine is incompatible with Nietzsche's 
conception of the overman arises from a misunders tanding 
of both doctrines, according to which the doctrine of eter
nal return held that history is punctuated by constant rep
etitions and the doctrine of the overman proclaimed that 
there is progress in history (see ETERNAL RETURN for 
other criticisms of Nietzsche 's doctrine). 

Religion. The Antichrist is Nietzsche's most sustained 
attempt at a cr i t ique of Christianity, hot most of his hooks 
contain related material. Nietzsche thought that Jesus was 
like Prince Myshkin in Dostoyevsky's The Idiot (he alludes 
to the novel without citing it) — wonderfully pure and free 
ol resentment hut profoundly pathological, j e sus ' disciples 
misunderstood him, and Christianity was, from the start, 
opposed to Jesus spirit; it stressed faith and was deeply 
resentful toward unbel ievers and, indeed, toward " the 
world." Nietzsche criticizes the Christian faith both as an 
illicit al ternative to Jesus" way of life and as opposed to 
reason. These two criticisms are also important for an 
unders tanding ot Nietzsche 's at t i tude toward reason, 
which he es teemed highly. His most original criticism of 
Christianity is his at tempt to show how from the very start 
resentment has been central in the so-called religion of 
love. (This point is made most succinctly in The Antichrist, 
Sec. 45, when- Nietzsche quotes , inter alia, Mark 6.11, 
9.42, and 9.47, and I Corinthians 1.20 ft.) 

As for Judaism, he sometimes speaks of the Old Testa
ment with the utmost enthusiasm as being infinitely supe
rior to the New Testament , and even to the literature of 
the ancient Creeks , hut e l sewhere he tries to show how 
Christianity is the culmination of all that was worst in 
Judaism and traces hack resentment and dishonesty to 
what he considers the priestly edi t ing of the Old Testa
ment. He rarely speaks of Jews and Judaism without using 
them, one way or another, to attack Christians and Chris
tianity. Anti-Semitism, however , he der ided consistently. 

Nietzsche occasionally refers to Buddhism and Hin
duism, usually to suggest that for all their faults they were 
also preferable to Christianity in some ways. Personally, 
he rejected all religions. He considered supernatural ism 
opposed to reason, sought the roots of otherworldiness in a 
resentment against this world, found Buddhism a religion 
of wear iness , and objected to the Hindus ' t reatment of the 
untouchables as an outrage against humanity. 

Metaphysics and epistemology. Nietzsche did not see 
himself as a metaphysician and opposed all two-world 
doctrines (for example, in the chapter "On the Afterworld-
ly "—"afterworldly " was probably in tended as a translation 
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of "metaphysicians"—in Zarathustra; and in the chapters 
" 'Reason ' in Phi losophy" and "I low the T r u e World 
Finally became a Fab le" in The Twilight of the Idols). His 
own concept of the will to power is primarily a psycholog
ical notion, hut in a lew passages, directed at Schopen
hauer, it becomes a theory about ultimate reality. The 
doctrine of eternal recurrence is also a metaphysical 
theory, although this is not the aspect that most concerned 
Nietzsche. Nietzsche might therefore he called a metaphys
ician in spite of himself. Rut he insisted that we must turn 
to the sciences tor knowledge of reality, and he had high 
hopes tor the future deve lopment of psychology and 
physiology and their relevance to issues previously con
sidered philosophical. 

It metaphysics is understood as reflection about cate
gories rather than about ult imate reality, then the chapter 
"The Four Great Errors" in The Twilight of the Idols is 
metaphysics because it deals with the error of confusing 
cause and effect, the error ol a false causality, the error of 
imaginary causes, and the error of free will. Rut even here 
Nietzsche's concern is primarily with morality and reli
gion, and his intent is antimetaphysical . Morality and 
religion teach, for example, that if you are good, you will 
be happy. Nietzsche argues that virtue is the effect of hap
piness or that vice is bred by unhappiness—a common
place in the twentieth century but not in the nineteenth . 
Against the "error of a false causality" Nietzsche argues 
that " there are no mental causes at all ," no spirits as enti
ties or agents. "Imaginary causes ' include events in 
dreams that "expla in" ex post facto such events as noises 
outside, but they also include " s in" as a supposed cause ol 
suffering. Here Nietzsche includes Schopenhauer in Ins 
cri t ique. There is more material about metaphysical ques
tions in Beyond Good and Evil and in the notes, especially 
in The Will to Power. 

There is also more about epistemology in the notes than 
in the books, for Nietzsche was never sufficiently satisfied 
with his thoughts on these topics to put them into print. 
Two of his more interest ing suggestions might be summed 
up as a not very thoroughly worked out perspeetivism and 
a theory of fictions comparable to that of Hans Vaihinger, 
who conceived his independent ly and published it nine 
years after his book on Nietzsche. 

On classifying Nietzsche. Nietzsche's philosophy is not 
readily separable into metaphysics, epistemology, ethics, 
aesthetics, and other fields (frequently, the same passage is 
relevant to main such areas), and most attempts to classify 
his philosophy are untenable . His ethics, for example, is 
definitely not evolutionist; nei ther was he an irrationalist. 
Positivistic e lements appear side by side with existentialist 
concerns. 

T h e poet Gottfried Benn (1886 - 195b) wrote in an essay 
on Nietzsche, "Really everything my generation discussed, 
thought through — one could say, spun out [breittrat] — all 
that had already been expressed and exhausted by 
Nietzsche; he had given the definitive formulations, all the 
rest was exegesis ." 

Nietzsche's 1886 Preface to the second edition of Hu
man, All-too-human begins, "One should speak only 
where one may not remain silent, and speak only of that 
which one has overcome—everything else is chatter." 

Wittgenstein had probably read this wa r s before he con
cluded his Tractat us with the statement "Of what one 
cannot speak, one must remain silent (his ladder meta
phor is also reminiscent ol Nietzsche's "has overcome I. 
Still, Nietzsche was perhaps replying to an ancient author 
quoted by Wittgenstein. In any case, Nietzsche was not 
content to remain silent about subjects that cannot be 
discussed with scientific precision. His myriad suggestions 
have an existential unity, hut this units includes the de
termination to bring to bear science, especially psychol
ogy, on traditional philosophic concerns and not to let 
religion and morality escape unscathed. 

Nietzsche was also an influential poet and offered mans 
interesting remarks about language—lor example, "epis te-
mologists who base got stuck in the snares of grammar 
(the metaphysics of the people)" (Gay Science, 354); 
" language . . . talks of opposites where there are only 
degrees and mans refinements of gradation" (Beyond 
Good and Evil, 24); " the misleading errors of language 
(and the fundamental fallacies of reason which have be
come petrified in it), which unders tands , and misunder
stands, all activity as due to an agent, a 'subject ' (Gen
ealogy, I, 13; the parentheses shoss- where Nietzsche 
differs from mans analytic philosophers) . Other remarks 
may be found in The Will to Power, 484; Beyond Good 
and Evil, 16 f.; and the chapter " 'Reason' in Phi losophy" in 
The Twilight of the Idols, especially Section 5, which 
ends , "We are not rid of God because we still have faith in 
grammar." 

Influence. Under the Nazis an expurgated edition of The 
Antichrist, a fesv anthologies of Nietzsche s works, and 
some unconscionable books about him gained currency, 
but Plato and quotations about " the J e w s " from the Gospel 
of John were used far more. Hitler, who svas s teeped in 
Wagner, probably never read one of Nietzsche's books, nor 
could any of them have been used by the Nazis in an 
unexpurgated form. Some of Nietzsche's coinages and 
even whole sentences torn out of context could have been 
made serviceable, but his ideas and spirit were clearly 
opposed to those of the National Socialist German Labor 
Party. In fact, few writers have been so hard on national
ism, socialism, the Germans , labor movements , and "party 
m e n " (see, for example. The Twilight of the Idols and, on 
the last point. Antichrist, 55: "Of necessity, the party man 
becomes a liar"). 

Nietzsche's influence on literature lias been incalcula
ble. It is especially marked in the poetry of Rainer Maria 
Rilke, Stefan George, Christian Morgenstern, and Gott
fried Benn; in the novels of Thomas Mann, Hermann 
Hesse, Andre Gide, and Andre Malraux; in Shaw and 
Yeats; and in psychoanalysis and existentialism. Besides 
the many philosophers who have written books on him, 
Albert Camus, Jean-Paul Sartre, Max Scheler, Oswald 
Spengler, and Paul Tillich, are especially indebted to him. 

At the age of 83, Martin Buber publ ished Begegnung; 
Autohiographische Fragmente (Stuttgart, 1961) and in
cluded "encoun te r s" with two philosophers, Kant and 
Nietzsche. In a footnote he revealed that at 17 he was so 
impressed by Zarathustra that he began to render it into 
Polish "and actually did translate the First Part." It is to be 
expected that in years to come it will be shown how many 
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major w r i t e r s w e r e m u c h m o r e d e e p l y i n f l u e n c e d by 

N i e t z s c h e t h a n h a d b e e n s u s p e c t e d . 

After F r e u d ' s d e a t h E r n e s t J o n e s p u b l i s h e d a l e t t e r in 

w h i c h his m a s t e r , at 7 8 , sa id of N i e t z s c h e , " I n my s o u t h h e 

s ign i f i ed a n o b i l i t y w h i c h I c o u l d no t a t t a i n . " 

N i e t z s c h e ' s a p p e a l w a s c o n f i n e d n e i t h e r to m e n of o n l y 

o n e t y p e nor to t h o s e w h o h a v e p u b l i s h e d e s s a y s on h i m . 

T o u s e t h e w e i g h t y w o r d h e a p p l i e d to h imse l f in Ecce 

Homo, l ie r ea l ly b e c a m e a " d e s t i n y " tor m a n y , i n c l u d i n g 

s o m e of t h e l e a d i n g sp i r i t s of t h e t w e n t i e t h c e n t u r y , 

Works by Nietzsche 

COLLECTED WORKS 

Gesammelte Werke, Musarionausgabe, 23 vols. (Munich, 
1920-1929) , features a chronological arrangement of Nietzsche's 
works and notes with indexes. Only the 20-volume Grossoktav-
ausgabe, 2d ed. (Leipzig. 1901-1913), is nearly, as good. Karl 
Schlechta's edition, Werke in drei Banden (Munich, 1954-1950), 
contains all of the hooks, hut far fewer of Nietzsche's notes than 
several previous editions. It also contains 278 letters, a 50-page 
philological postscript in which Elisabeth Fdrster-Nietzsche's 
petty forgeries (none of which affect his philosophy) are detailed, 
and a 24-page chronological table covering Nietzsche's lite. 
Schlechta finds small faults in previous editions, hut his own 
editing has been sharply criticized by E. F. Podach in his edition, 
Nietzsches Werke des Zusammenbruchs (Heidelberg, 1961). None 
of the disputed points, however, affects our understanding of 
Nietzsche s philosophy. 

LETTERS 

Gesammelte Briefe, Elisabeth Forster-Nietzsche, Peter Cast, et 
ah, eds., 5 vols, in 6 (Leipzig, 1900- 1909), was later supplemented 
by separate editions of Nietzsches Briefwechsel mit Franz Over-
beck, C. A. Bernoulli ami Richard Oehler , eds. (Leipzig, 1910); 
E. Forster-Nietzsche, Wagner und Nietzsche zur Zeit ihrer Freund-
schaft (Munich, 1915), translated by C. V. Kerr as The Nietzsche-
Wagner Correspondence (London, 1922); and Karl Strecker, 
Nietzsche und Strindberg, mit ihren Briefwechsel (Munich, 1921). 
There are additional letters in various places. Historisch-Kritische 
Gesamtausgabe der Werke und Briefe, Wilhelm Hoppe , Karl 
Schlechta, Hans Joachim Mette, and Carl Koch, eds. (Munich. 
1933-1942) , includes five volumes of works up to 1809 and four 
volumes of letters to 1877. This edition was discontinued during 
World War II. 

TRANSLATIONS 

The Complete Works, Oscar Levy, ed., 18 vols. (Edinburgh and 
London, 1909-1913 , reissued 1904), is marred by poor and un
reliable translations. The Portable Nietzsche (New York, 1954), 
translated and edi ted by Walter Kaufmann, contains Thus Spoke 
Zaruthustra, Twilight of the Idols, The Antichrist, and Nietzsche 
Contra Wagner (all complete) and selections from the other books, 
the notes, and the letters, with 00 pages of editorial material. Basic 
Writings of Nietzsche (New York, 1960), edi ted and in part newly 
translated, with notes, by Walter Kaufmann, contains The Birth of 
Tragedy, Beyond Good and Evil, The Genealogy of Morals, The 
Case of Wagner, Ecce Homo (all complete) and additional selec
tions. The Will to Power (New York, 1966), translated by Walter 
Kaufmann and R. G. Hollingdale, and edited, with notes, by 
Walter Kaufmann, furnishes the approximate date of every note 
and cross references to parallel passages in the books Nietzsche 
finished. 

Works on Nietzsche 

Elisabeth Forster-Nietzsche, Das Eeben Friedrich Nietzsches, 
3 vols. (Leipzig, 1 8 9 5 - 1904), contains much important material, but, 
like all her publications, is quite unreliable. By far the best biog
raphy in English is R. G. Hollingdale, Nietzsche: The Man and 
His Philosophy (Baton Rouge, La., 190.5), in which Nietzsche's ideas 
are discussed in the context of his life. E. F. Podach, Nietzsches 
Zusammenbruch (Heidelberg, 1930). translated by F. A. Voigt as 
Nietzsche's Madness (London and New York, 1931); Gestalten urn 
Nietzsche (Weimar, 1931); and Friedrich Nietzsche und Lou Salome 
(Zurich, 1938), are three books containing important biographical 
documents and information. 

COMMENTARIES 

Martin Heidegger, Nietzsche, 2 vols. (Pfullingen, 1961), and 
"Nietzsches Wort 'Cott ist tot,' " in Holzwege (Frankfurt, 1952), are 
interesting for students of Heidegger who know Nietzsche well 
enough to appreciate Heidegger 's approach. Karl Jaspers, 
Nietzsche (Berlin and Leipzig, 1936), translated by C. F. Walraff 
and F. J, Schmitz as Nietzsche (Tucson, Ariz., 1965), exposes 
oversimplifications about Nietzsche in a s tunning array of quota
tions, but Jaspers discounts all of Nietzsche's conclusions. Without 
regard for chronology or context, apparently contradictory state
ments from books and notes are methodically contrasted to per
suade us of the inadequacy of all positions and of the need for 
Jaspers ' existentialism. In the English version all page references 
are omitted, so the Nietzsche quotations cannot be located. Karl 
Jaspers, Nietzsche und das Christentum (Hameln, 1938), trans
lated by E. B. Ashton (Chicago, 1961), is similar in approach to the 
preceding, but is less than one tenth its length. Walter Kaufmann, 
Nietzsche (Princeton, N.J., 1950; rev. ed.. New York, 1956), is the 
book on which the present article is based; the original edition 
contains a long bibliography. Walter Kaufmann, From Shakespeare 
to Existentialism (Boston, 1959; rev. ed.. New York, 1960), British 
edition entit led The Owl and the Nightingale (London, 1960), 
contains five chapters on Nietzsche, including three chapters on 
his relation to Bilke and to Jaspers. Walter Kaufmann, Twenty 
German Poets: A Bilingual Collection (New York, 1962), contains 
11 of Nietzsche's poems and assigns him a place in the develop
ment of German poetry from Goethe to Benn. Walter Kaufmann, 
"Nietzsche Between Homer and Sartre: Five Treatments on the 
Orestes Story," in Revue internationale de philosophic, No. 67 
(1904), 5 0 - 7 3 . demonstrates Nietzsche's immense influence on 
Sartre's play The Flies. Walter Kaufmann, "Nietzsche in the Light 
of His Suppressed Manuscripts," in Journal of the History of 
Philosophy, Vol. 2 (1904), 2 0 5 - 2 2 5 , includes discussions of The 
Antichrist and Ecce Homo and of the way Nietzsche's works have 
been edited. Ludwig Klages, Die psychologischen Errungen-
schaften Nietzsches (Leipzig, 1926), is an extremely interesting 
work in which Nietzsche is criticized for his Socratism and ration
alism. George Allen Morgan, What Nietzsche Means (Cambridge, 
Mass., 1941), is a systematic epi tome that deliberately ignores how 
Nietzsche came to think as he did; informed, avoids criticism of 
Nietzsche, useful for reference. A valuable commentary is Hans 
Vaihinger, Nietzsche als Philosoph (Berlin, 1902). Vaihinger's 
"Nietzsche mid seine Lehre vom bewusst gewollten Schein," in 
Die Philosophic des Als-Ob (Berlin, 1911), translated by C. Ogden 
as The Philosophy of As-If (New York, 1924), is a chapter contain
ing interesting material on Nietzsche's epistemology. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

H. W. Reichert and Karl Schlechta, International Nietzsche Bib
liography (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1960), lists 3.973 items about 
Nietzsche in over 24 languages, arranged in alphabetical order by 
author within each language. It is selective, with some unfortu
nate oversights, and includes some very brief summaries and 
evaluations. 
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BIOGRAPHY 

C. A. Bernoulli, Franz Overbeck und Friedrich Nietzsche, 
2 vols. (Jena, 1908), important for its biographical material, takes 
issue with the version of Nietzsche's life presented by his sister. 

N I H I L I S M . T h e t e r m " n i h i l i s m " a p p e a r s to h a v e b e e n 

c o i n e d in R u s s i a s o m e t i m e in t h e s e c o n d q u a r t e r of t h e 

n i n e t e e n t h c e n t u r y . It w a s not , h o w e v e r , w i d e l y u s e d un t i l 


